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INSTRUCTIONS: Answer question One and any other two questions.

Question One
a) What are the advantages of Peer Teaching? (5 Marks)
b) State the skills used in Micro teaching. (5 Marks)
c) Mention the components of an Instructional System. (5 Marks)
d) Why would you use a radio with the aid of a CD ROM. (5 Marks)
e) Highlight the disadvantages of using audios in teaching. (5 Marks)

Question Two
Discuss the Peer Teaching methods. (20 Marks)
Question Three
a) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of using film-projectors. (15 Marks)

b) What are the principles of questioning? (5 Marks)

Question Four
Discuss the advantages of both positive and negative reinforcement. (20 Marks)

Question Five
a) Micro-lessons are effective for teaching and learning. Comment. (10 Marks)

b) Discuss the advantages of lecture presentation. (10 Marks)